1. Software
PrimeShip DG/Bulk Cargo is a simulation software can give you specific installations for loading cargoes based on SOLAS II–2, Reg.54, Reg.19 / BC Code.
All the primary data is saved in the system for the next finding.

2. Destination
Onerous supply, to the customers of this society, who tries to retrieve whether the installations on board are suitable for carrying cargoes based on the requirement of SOLAS II–2, Reg.54, Reg.19 / BC Code or not.

3. Conditions for use
• It is prohibited to Rent, Transfer or Re-distribute of the software to a third person other than the applicant.
• To use this software is prohibited for the purpose other than reference of installation requirement based on SOLAS II-2, Reg.54, Reg.19 / BC Code.
• It is prohibited to offer of knowledge getting from this software to a third party.
• Analyzing for utilizing or falsifying of this software is prohibited.
• It is prohibited to use the software exceeds the validity for the version to which the expiration date for use was set out

4. Notice
   It is necessary for issuance of DG Certificate / Fitness Cert. for BC Code to carryout Examination on Document and Onboard Survey as usual.

5. System requirement
   OS : Windows XP
   CPU Clock : 1.73GHz
   Memory : 256MB
   HDD : 100MB
   Required Application : MS-Access 2003

6. Application
   Please fill out attached application form and send it to Material and Equipment Department.

   Address for the application / For inquiry
   Nippon Kaiji Kyokai Administration Center Material and Equipment Department
   Tel.: 03-5226-2020
   FAX.: 03-5226-2057
   E-Mail: eqd@classnk.or.jp